[Preoperative chemotherapy and chemoradiotherapy for non-small-cell bronchial cancers].
The very disappointing results obtained by surgery in resectable non-small-cell lung cancer have led to a high active clinical research concerning pre- or postoperative treatment. Preoperative treatment has several distincts goals: to increase survival for patients suitable for surgery, to limit surgery or transform borderline or non resectable cancer into resectable tumors. Available datas on preoperative treatments for non-small-cell lung cancer provide from three types of therapeutics trials: 1/Some phase II studies of neoadjuvant chemotherapy have demonstrated that the neoadjuvant approach was feasible, and didn't compromise surgery. 2/Phase II trials of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, performed for the majority on more extensive cancers, have demonstrated that this approach was also feasible at the expense of higher but still tolerable toxicity. 3/Phase III randomised published trials exclusively deal with preoperative chemotherapy with different results: two of them concerned a small number of patients presenting with non-small-cell lung stage IIIA cancer: they are positive. The third concerned 373 patients presenting with stage I, II, IIIA cancer: the three-year survival was increased by 11%, but this difference is not yet significant. The benefit essentially appeared for stage I and II. One trial comparing preoperative chemotherapy and radiochemotherapy has been reported, concluding to the superiority of the association. These observations suggest that the clinical research should now be different for stages I and II, and stage IIIA.